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UD RESEARCHERS HELP COMPANY DEVELOP 
SOPHISTICATED CRASH DUMMIES 
Oct. 8, 1993 
Contact: Candace Stuari 
DAYTON, Ohio-- For decades, crash dummies Vince, Larry and all their unnamed 
brethren have taken a beating to ensure that automobiles meet safety standards designed to 
save human lives. Now with the help of engineers at the University of Dayton Research 
Institute, a cousin of the dummy duo has been developed that will help manufacturers produce 
better safety features, particularly air bags. 
"The safety features in an automobile have been designed based on the response of 
crash dummies," said Michael Drake, a UDRI engineer specializing in structural dynamics 
who retooled necks for crash dummy producer First Technology Safety Systems of Plymouth, 
Mich. "If the crash dummy is not working right, then we're not gaining from the tests." 
Dissatisfaction with its supplied materials prompted First Technology to contact Drake 
and UDRI materials engineer !val Salyer, both innovators indeveloping rubbers and plastics 
that absorb energy much as a human body absorbs force in a car crash. After designing 
material for crash dummy ribs that mimic human ribs in 1992, the UD team accepted another 
First Technology project, the formulation of material to match the dynamic specifications of 
necks for dummies representing 3-year-old, 6-year-old and adult humans. 
"The neck is particularly vulnerable to injury in an auto accident," said Gerald Locke, 
manager of test engineering at First Technology. "Particularly, the rearward motion of the 
head and neck can cause injury if you're rear-ended, and there's a high probability of injury 
in a high-speed accident. Air bags are designed to help prevent head and neck injuries." 
So far, UDRI engineers successfully developed rubber materials for a 6-year-old 
dummy neck and a neck representing a large American adult. First Technology is 
incorporating the adult neck in a new line of dummies, the Hybrid III, a sophisticated model 
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that automakers and other vehicle manufacturers are using for air-bag research and 
development. 
"The adult neck has proven to be 'biofidelic,"' Locke said. In a simulated car crash, it 
shows the same response and absorbs energy at the same rate that a human neck would. 
Developing the rubber materials is no easy task, said the two UDRI researchers, who 
have to follow governmental specifications governing what materials to use for each type of 
neck. "The requirements are specific in that they're confining but they're not specific enough 
that they precisely define the material that will have the right characteristics," Drake said. 
"We had to modify the material so it had the required properties." 
With some necks, the process proved painless. For instance, the engineers perfected 
the 6-year-old neck on the third try. But the 3-year-old neck has undergone a dozen 
modifications and still is not up to snuff. 
"Rubber technology is quite a bit of science and a little bit of art in manipulating 
combinations (of ingredients) to achieve the properties you want," Salyer said. 
Drake and Salyer are part of UDRI's vibrations damping team, a nationally recognized 
group of researchers who develop, test and analyze sound- and vibration-absorbing plastics 
called damping materials used primarily in the aerospace and defense industries. 
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For interviews, call Michael Drake at (513) 229-2644; Ivai Salyer at (513) 229-2113; and 
Gerald Locke at (313) 451-7878. For more information or photos, contact Candace Stuart 
at (513) 229-3257. 
